Folly Gordon Nada
dia art foundation bruce andrews and nada gordon - bruce andrews and nada gordon readings in
contemporary poetry tuesday, march 31, 2014, 6:30 pm introduction by vincent katz nada gordon was born in
oakland, california, and lived in tokyo for 11 years, before moving to brooklyn, where she now resides. she
nobody’s business - muse.jhu - drew gardner’s petroleum hat (2005), nada gordon’s folly (2007), sharon
mes-mer’s annoying diabetic bitch (2007), and gary sullivan’s ppl in a depot(2007). moreover, youtube
recordings of poems such as gardner’s “chicks dig war” and rodney koeneke’s “pizza kitty” have popularized
flarf aesthetics far beyond the 8 x 8x - darumanyc - mariko o. gordon cfa 8 x. ... foodies, fortunes and the
folly of economic forecasting 243 ... nada. she tried pushing him from behind. nada. in desperation, she finally
grabbed him by the middle and flipped him back onto his hind legs. they both stood there, panting, stuck.
nobody’s business - muse.jhu - selected excerpts from “why america sucks” from folly by nada gordon
(roof books, 2007), reprinted by permission of the author. selected excerpts from “chronic texts” by lyn
hejinian, tottel’s miscellany no. 17 (1978): 17, reprinted by permission of the author. selected excerpts from
the fatalist by lyn hejinian (omnidawn, 2003), re- the rainbow ribbon, 1999, william h. hooks, betty
virginia ... - pagesfolly , nada gordon, jan 1, 2007, poetry, 121 pages. poetry. "it would be folly to praise this
book and folly not to. nada gordon is on her way to inventing a new type of poetry in which pre-raphaelitism
meets zeppo marx while engl 010 901: writing in a digital culture - sas.upenn - nada gordon, two poems
from folly. exercises: googlism, google translate writing tues july 4 networks reading: wendy chun, intro from
control and freedom: power and paranoia in the age of fiber optics fred benenson, chapter 1, emoji dick
exercise: net writing, twitter poems tues july 11 networks continued 6:40 p.m. horra (music), ﬁrst set boogcity - nada gordon was born in oakland in 1964 and has lived in bolinas, san francisco, tokyo, and
brooklyn. her seven books of poetry include vile lilt, scented rushes, folly, and v. imp. a founding member of
the flarf collective, she has performed widely in the usa and abroad. her poems have been translated three
ladies, three bodies, three poets: a retro-neo ... - bearable for most people. however, unlike baudelaire
and his fellow poets, whom benjamin describes as fighting for their lives in the act of writing –dueling,
stabbing,
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